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Polysaccharides utilization in human gut
bacterium Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron:
comparative genomics reconstruction of
metabolic and regulatory networks
Dmitry A Ravcheev1,2, Adam Godzik1, Andrei L Osterman1 and Dmitry A Rodionov1,2*

Abstract
Background: Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, a predominant member of the human gut microbiota, is characterized
by its ability to utilize a wide variety of polysaccharides using the extensive saccharolytic machinery that is
controlled by an expanded repertoire of transcription factors (TFs). The availability of genomic sequences for
multiple Bacteroides species opens an opportunity for their comparative analysis to enable characterization of their
metabolic and regulatory networks.
Results: A comparative genomics approach was applied for the reconstruction and functional annotation of the
carbohydrate utilization regulatory networks in 11 Bacteroides genomes. Bioinformatics analysis of promoter regions
revealed putative DNA-binding motifs and regulons for 31 orthologous TFs in the Bacteroides. Among the analyzed
TFs there are 4 SusR-like regulators, 16 AraC-like hybrid two-component systems (HTCSs), and 11 regulators from
other families. Novel DNA motifs of HTCSs and SusR-like regulators in the Bacteroides have the common structure of
direct repeats with a long spacer between two conserved sites.
Conclusions: The inferred regulatory network in B. thetaiotaomicron contains 308 genes encoding polysaccharide
and sugar catabolic enzymes, carbohydrate-binding and transport systems, and TFs. The analyzed TFs control
pathways for utilization of host and dietary glycans to monosaccharides and their further interconversions to
intermediates of the central metabolism. The reconstructed regulatory network allowed us to suggest and refine
specific functional assignments for sugar catabolic enzymes and transporters, providing a substantial improvement
to the existing metabolic models for B. thetaiotaomicron. The obtained collection of reconstructed TF regulons is
available in the RegPrecise database (http://regprecise.lbl.gov).
Keywords: Regulatory network, Regulon, Transcription factor, BACTEROIDES, Carbohydrate utilization

Background
The microbial community of the human gut plays an
essential role in human health and physiology, for instance, in the degradation of host-indigestible polysaccharides [1-3]. In spite of the amazing variability of the
phenotypes, 90-99% of bacteria in the human gut microbiota belong to only two phyla, the Firmicutes and
Bacteroidetes [4]. On the genus level, the Bacteroides
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spp. is the most abundant in the human bowel [5,6].
One of the most studied representatives of this genus is
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, a Gram-negative obligate
anaerobe that is notable for its ability to utilize a wide
variety of polysaccharides [7,8]. In total, this microorganism can utilize dozens of dietary plant polysaccharides and host-derived mucosal glycans. Genes for
polysaccharide utilization loci (PUL) are organized in
over 80 PULs [9]. Existing genome-scale metabolic reconstructions of B. thetaiotaomicron include a comprehensive description of reactions constituting the central
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metabolism and genes involved in host interaction but
do not cover peripheral sugar metabolism [10].
Polysaccharide utilization in B. thetaiotaomicron is
characterized by specific features exhibited on three
levels: enzymatic, transport, and regulatory. On the enzymatic level, the saccharolytic machinery in B. thetaiotaomicron includes a large number of extracellular and
periplasmic proteins involved in polysaccharide binding,
processing, and cleavage. According to the CAZy database (www.cazy.org) [11], B. thetaiotaomicron possesses
269 glycoside hydrolases, 87 glycosyl transferases, 15
polysaccharide lyases, and 19 carbohydrate esterases.
After digestion by extracellular enzymes, oligosaccharides are imported into the periplasm by utilizing
the sugar-specific outer-membrane systems of SusC/D.
These systems were named after the first described
representative, starch utilization system (SUS), which is
responsible for the transport of products of starch digestion [12]. Homologs of two of the sus operon members,
susD and susC, are present in every PUL. Proteins coded
by these two genes, SusC-/SusD-like proteins, form
a transport system consisting of an outer-membrane
TonB-dependent porin (a SusC-like protein) and a
glycan-binding SusD-like protein [13]. Overall, 101 individual pairs of genes coding for SusC-/D-like systems
were detected in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome [14],
forming 88 PUL systems (some PUL systems contain
multiple SusC/D pairs).
Three types of Bacteroidetes specific regulatory systems were proposed to be involved in transcriptional
regulation of genes for PUL in B. thetaiotaomicron and
other Bacteroides spp.: (1) SusR-like regulators, (2) hybrid two-component systems (HTCSs), and (3) extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma/anti-sigma factors. The
SusR protein was first described as a regulator of the
starch utilization system in B. thetaiotaomicron. SusR is
a membrane protein with a sensor domain exposed to
the periplasm and a DNA binding domain located in the
cytoplasm. In the presence of starch, the SusR protein
binds to the promoters of the starch utilization genes
organized in the operons susA and susBCDEFG and
activates their expression [12]. HTCSs are chimeric
proteins containing the cytoplasmic components of
“classical” two-component systems: a transmembrane
sensor histidine kinase and a DNA-binding response
regulator, as a single polypeptide, which is fused to a
large carbohydrate-sensing domain in the periplasm.
Previously, 32 HTCSs were predicted in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome [9], and the carbohydrate-sensing
domains of some of these proteins were experimentally
analyzed [15]. The third type of Bacteroides-specific
regulatory systems includes the ECF-family sigma factors
and their cognate anti-sigma factors from the FrrF family
possessing two domains connected by a transmembrane
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linker [16,17]. The periplasmic domains of anti-sigma
factors interact with specific SusC-like carbohydrate
porins, whereas the cytoplasmic domains interact with
congruent ECF sigma factors. In the presence of corresponding glycans, sigma factors are released and activate
the regulated operons. In total, 26 sigma/anti-sigma systems associated with the sugar utilization genes were
identified in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome [18].
Glycans utilization in B. thetaiotaomicron has been
intensively studied during the last 10 years [7,19]. However, the knowledge of sugar-specific metabolic and
regulatory networks is still fragmentary and/or incomplete. Only a small subset of PUL transcriptional factors
(TFs), including the SusR regulator and some HTCSs,
has been characterized to date. Even for these wellstudied regulators, while their polysaccharide specificities and sets of regulated genes have been identified,
their DNA-binding sites remain unknown.
In this work, a comparative genomics approach combined with metabolic reconstruction was applied to infer
regulatory networks for polysaccharide and sugar utilization genes in B. thetaiotaomicron. Previously, a similar
combined approach was applied for regulatory network
reconstruction in diverse lineages of both Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria [20-26]. In the absence of
any experimental data about regulation, the subsystemoriented strategy, which is based on the assumption that
the genes from the same metabolic pathway may be regulated by one TF (as reviewed in [27]), could be used to
identify novel TF regulons. The methods of phylogenetic
footprinting and consistency check (described in Methods)
are powerful approaches for discovery and characterization of microbial regulons. Here, we utilized these comparative genomic approaches to study the genomes of B.
thetaiotaomicron and 10 other Bacteroides spp. As result, we report the identification of novel DNA binding
motifs for numerous HTCS and SusR-like regulators, as
well as for 11 other regulators from conventional TF
families controlling the sugar metabolism. The inferred
regulatory network in B. thetaiotaomicron allowed us to
refine and improve the metabolic reconstruction of
pathways for degradation of complex glycans to sugar
monomers and the respective monosaccharide utilization
pathways.

Results and discussion
Repertoire of the SusR-like and HTCS regulatory systems
in B. thetaiotaomicron

To estimate the scale and diversity of the studied
regulatory systems, we performed a genetic census of
the putative HTCSs and SusR-like proteins in B. thetaiotaomicron and 10 related Bacteroides genomes (see
“Methods”).
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A search of paralogs for the B. thetaiotaomicron SusR
(BT3705) protein revealed four additional SusR-like proteins (Table 1). All identified SusR paralogs in B. thetaiotaomicron have orthologs in other Bacteroides genomes.
The BT3705 and BT3091 proteins are evolutionarily
conserved in five and six genomes, respectively. Three
other SusR paralogs (BT3309, BT2160, and BT4069) in
B. thetaiotaomicron have orthologs only in the closely
related genome of B. ovatus. The SusR family of regulatory proteins is a unique feature of the Bacteroidetes
phylum, as other phyla of bacteria apparently lack SusR
homologs.
Protein similarity searches revealed 36 genes encoding
HTCSs in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome (Table 1).
Eight of these HTCS paralogs are species-specific among
the strains analyzed and were found only in B. thetaiotaomicron, whereas the remaining HTCS proteins have
from one to nine orthologs in other analyzed Bacteroides. A smaller number of HTCS homologs were identified in several other lineages from the Bacteroidetes
phylum including Flavobacteriales, Cytophagales, and
Sphingobacteriales. Similarly to the SusR family, the
HTCS family is a unique feature of the Bacteroidetes
phylum.
All identified HTCS proteins have a characteristic
domain structure containing an N-terminal periplasmic
ligand-binding sensor domain, a cytoplasmic signal
transduction histidine kinase domain, and a C-terminal
response regulator containing a CheY-like receiver domain and an AraC-type DNA-binding domain. Most
HTCSs in B. thetaiotaomicron have the periplasmic
sensor domain belonging to the COG3292. The only
exception is the fructose-sensing HTCS encoded by the
BT1754 gene, which has a different sensor domain from
the COG1879 family shared with periplasmic components of ABC-type sugar transporters. Also, BT1754 is
the only known HTCS sensing sugar monomers [9],
whereas all studied HTCSs with the COG3292 sensor
domain are known to bind oligosaccharides [15,28].
Thus, we can propose that the sensor domain family determines the type of sugars (mono-or oligosaccharides)
recognized by the HTCS regulators.

Functional context analysis for the SusR-like and HTCS
regulatory systems in B. thetaiotaomicron

To predict biological roles of SusR-like and HTCS
regulators, we analyzed functions of genes that are
co-localized on the chromosome with a regulatory gene
and their orthologs across all Bacteroides genomes. In
addition to the analysis of conserved chromosomal gene
clusters, we used differential gene expression data available for B. thetaiotaomicron for functional annotation of
genes upregulated on specific polysaccharides [28].
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Genes encoding 25 HTCSs and 3 SusR-like regulators
are co-localized on the chromosome with the susC-/
susD-like genes in B. thetaiotaomicron (Additional file 1).
The SusC-/SusD-like systems are involved in the binding
and uptake of oligosaccharides into the periplasmic space
[16]. Thus, the identified regulators genomically associated with these systems are most likely involved in the
transcriptional control in response to their respective oligosaccharides. The remaining 11 HTCSs and 2 SusR-like
regulators are not linked to the susC-/susD-like genes in
the genome, raising the question of their involvement in
the control of polysaccharide and sugar utilization (PSU)
metabolism. Among the latter group of regulators, four
HTCS genes and one susR-like gene are co-localized with
one or multiple genes encoding saccharolytic enzymes,
suggesting their involvement in a PSU pathway regulation
in the absence of a cognate SusC/SusD system. The
remaining regulators that lack both susC/susD-like and
PSU genes in their genomic neighborhoods may potentially regulate distant genomic loci; however, identification
of their target genes and effectors will require future
experiments.
Among the five SusR-like regulators in B. thetaiotaomicron, only the starch utilization regulator SusR (BT3705)
was previously functionally characterized [12]. Based on
the conserved co-localization with genes encoding dextranase and glucan 1,3-α-glucosidase, we predicted that
SusR2 (BT3091) likely functions as a regulator for the
dextran utilization pathway. During the preparation of
this article for publication, the prediction of BT3091 function as a regulator of dextran utilization was confirmed
by an independent research group. Thus, expression of
the SusC homolog BT3090 was shown to be dextran induced [29]. Genes encoding two other SusR-like proteins,
BT3309 and BT2160, are co-localized with predicted glycosyl hydrolases of yet-unknown specificities, whereas the
BT4069 gene has no conserved chromosomal neighbors.
Thus, functions of the latter three SusR-like regulators
could not be predicted via the chromosomal context
analysis.
Among 36 HTCSs, ligand specificity of the sensor domains has been experimentally determined for only four
regulatory systems: BT0366 (oligoarabinan), BT1754
(fructose), BT3172 (mannosides), and BT4663 (heparin)
[9,15,30]. In agreement with these data, genes encoding
three of these HTCSs are located within the chromosomal clusters involved in the utilization of arabinan,
fructosides, and heparin. Using available data on the
differential gene expression in B. thetaiotaomicron
grown on different polysaccharides [28] and/or the
genomic context analysis, we predicted candidate functional roles for the other 22 HTCS regulators (Table 1).
Functions of eight of these regulators were predicted
by using only the genomic context analysis. Finally,
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Table 1 SusR-like and HTCS regulators in B.
thetaiotaomicron

Table 1 SusR-like and HTCS regulators in B.
thetaiotaomicron (Continued)

Locus tag1

SusR-like regulators

Regulator
name2

Orthologs3

Utilized polysaccharides4

BT2160

SusR4

2

BT3091

SusR2

5

Arabinogalactansb, c

BT3309

SusR3

2

Arabinansa,

BT3705

SusR

6

HTCS regulators
BT0138
BT0267
BT0366

4
HTCS_Aga-1
HTCS_Ara-1

1
6

b

BT4069

BT0958

2

BT0981

6

Rhamnogalacturonansb, c

BT1635

2

N-Acetylglucosamine
polymersc

BT1734
BT1754

7
HTCS_Fru

BT2391

10

Fructosidesa,

b

1

Dextran b, c
Starcha

2

For details, see Additional file 1. 1Regulator locus tags are shown for B.
thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482. 2Regulator names are shown for only the regulons
reconstructed in this study. 3Number of regulator’s orthologs found in 11
analyzed genomes of Bacteroides spp.4Superscript letters show different types of
evidence for the predicted polysaccharide utilization pathway that is controlled
by studied regulators: (a) in vitro glycan binding to the sensor domain of a
regulator; (b) differential expression of sugar utilization genes that are located in
the same chromosomal cluster with a regulator gene [28]; (c) bioinformatics
analysis of co-localization of a regulator gene with sugar utilization genes.

BT2628

HTCS_Man-1

3

Mannansb, c

BT2826

HTCS_Ogl-1

1

O-glycansb, c

functional roles of 10 HTCSs in B. thetaiotaomicron
remain unknown.

Arabinansc

Analysis of SusR-like regulons

BT2860

1

BT2897

5

BT2923

4

BT2971

1

N-Acetylglucosamine
polymersd

6

Arabinansb, c

BT3097

2

Arabinansc

BT3134

3

N-Acetylglucosamine
polymersd

BT3172

2

Mannansa

BT3049

HTCS_Ara-2

BT3302

HTCS_Man-2

1

Mannansb, c

BT3334

HTCS_Hya

7

Chondroitin sulfate,
Hyaluronanb, c

BT3465

3

BT3678

1

BT3738

3

Arabinansc

4

Mannansb, c

BT3800

3

N-Acetylglucosamine
polymersc

BT3951

3

BT3957

3

Mannansc

BT3786

HTCS_Man-3

BT4111

HTCS_Rgu-1

8

Rhamnogalacturonansb, c

BT4124

HTCS_Rgu-1

2

Rhamnogalacturonansb, c

BT4137

HTCS_Ogl-2

1

O-glycansb, c

BT4178

HTCS_Rgu-2

3

Rhamnogalacturonans b, c

BT4182

HTCS_Rgu-2

2

Rhamnogalacturonans b, c

BT4236

2

BT4663

HTCS_Hep

4

Heparina,

b

BT4673

HTCS_Pga

3

Pectic galactanb

SusR-like proteins are unique and poorly studied regulators. The SusR protein from B. thetaiotaomicron was
shown to bind maltose in the periplasm and activate
expression of two operons, susA and susBCDEFG [12].
The C-terminal DNA binding domain in SusR has no
significant similarity to DNA binding domains of other
known TFs; however, a putative helix-turn-helix motif
presumably involved in DNA binding has been identified
near its carboxy terminus [12]. Nonetheless, DNA binding sites for SusR remained uncharacterized. Based on
our previous analyses of DNA binding motifs of regulators from several TF families [21,31-33], we proposed
that binding motifs for homologous SusR-like regulators
in Bacteroides may appear similar to each other. Thus,
for prediction of SusR regulatory motifs we used the following pipeline: (1) genes known or predicted to be coregulated by SusR-like proteins were selected by genome
context analysis in all Bacteroides genomes, (2) conserved DNA motifs were predicted in upstream regions
of candidate co-regulated operons using a phylogenetic
footprinting approach, and (3) the identified motifs were
compared to each other and assigned to SusR-like
regulators.
A search for SusR homologs in 11 studied Bacteroides
genomes revealed, in total, 38 SusR-like proteins (Figure 1).
Phylogenetic analysis of their C-terminal DNA binding
domains allowed us to refine the predicted orthologous
groups for five SusR-like proteins from B. thetaiotaomicron (Figure 1). Analysis of the regulatory regions of genes
regulated by SusR-like proteins allowed us to identify putative regulatory motifs for the “canonical” regulator SusR
(BT3705) and three other regulators: SusR2 (BT3091),
SusR3 (BT3309), and SusR4 (BT2160). Each predicted
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Periodicity

BACCELL_01563
BACUNI_01600
BACOVA_03186

SusR4

BT2160
BACOVA_00908
BACSTE_01927
BACUNI_01940

SusR2

BACCELL_04954
BACOVA_02788
BT3091
BACOVA_03521
BT3705
BACDOR_02287

SusR

BVU_1383
BACCOPRO_01923
BACPLE_02373
BACCELL_01449
BACCELL_01680
BACUNI_01046
BACOVA_00941

SusR3

BT3309
BACOVA_00932
BACSTE_00349
BACCELL_02359

BACCELL_01320
BACCELL_03667
BACOVA_04864

SusR5

BT4069
BACCELL_05501
BACCOPRO_02526
BACCELL_00715
BACUNI_00153
BACPLE_03791

BACUNI_04011

0.1

BACCELL_01095
BACEGG_03301
BACSTE_02339
BACCELL_02116

Figure 1 Comparison of the motifs for the reconstructed regulons for SusR-like proteins. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree for the
predicted HTH domains of the SusR-like proteins in studied genomes and sequence logos for the predicted binding DNA-motifs. SusR-like
proteins with reconstructed regulons are shown in bold.

DNA motif has a direct repeat structure with two conserved sites separated by a long non-conserved spacer
(Additional file 2). The predicted SusR motifs are characterized by an unusually long distance between the
centers of tandem sites (67 or 77 bp). The structure of
the predicted binding motifs suggests that SusR-like
proteins bind DNA as dimers, where the monomers sit
on the same side of DNA and are separated by six or
seven helix turns. Such a long distance between two
boxes can be explained by the large size of the SusRlike proteins. The similarity of the predicted binding
motifs correlates with the similarity of the regulators
themselves (Figure 1). Thus, the highest similarity was
observed between binding motifs for SusR and SusR2
regulators that form proximal branches on the phylogenetic tree.
Functions of the regulated genes were previously characterized for the starch utilization regulon SusR [13].
The SusR2 regulon is involved in utilization of the glucose polymer dextran, as it contains genes encoding the
SusC-/SusD-like proteins, a SusE homolog, and glucan
1,3-alpha-glucosidase and dextranase (Additional file 3).

The SusR3 and SusR4 regulons are involved in the
utilization of a yet-unknown polysaccharide, as both regulons contain genes for hypothetical glycosyl hydrolases
of unknown specificity.
Analysis of HTCS regulons

A total of 36 HTCS paralogs were detected in the B.
thetaiotaomicron genome. All HTCS regulators have a
C-terminal DNA binding domain containing a helix-turnhelix motif of the AraC type. Although carbohydratebinding specificities were previously characterized for
four HTCS systems, the DNA binding motifs recognized
by HTCSs were not known before this work. To identify
candidate DNA motifs and reconstruct regulons for
HTCS systems, we used the comparative genomics
pipeline similar to that used for the SusR regulons. To
enable this approach, only those B. thetaiotaomicron
HTCSs that satisfied the following criteria were analyzed:
(1) orthologs of an HTCS are present in related genomes, according to the phylogenetic tree of all HTCS
homologs found in Bacteroides spp. (Figure 2 and
Additional file 4: Figure S1); (2) an HTCS gene is
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Periodicity

BT3800
BT2391

HTCS_Rgu-1

BT4236
BT0981
BT4124

HTCS_Rgu-1

HTCS_Rgu-2

BT4111
BT2923

HTCS_Fru

BT2897
BT3465
BT4182

HTCS_Rgu-2

BT4178
BT1754

HTCS_Pga

HTCS_Fru

HTCS_Ara-2

HTCS_Pga

HTCS_Aga-1

HTCS_Ara-2
HTCS_Aga-1
HTCS_Ara-1

HTCS_Ara-1

BT3134
BT2860
BT4673
BT3049
BT0267
BT0366
BT3678

HTCS_Hep

BT3097
BT1734
BT3738

HTCS_Ogl-2

BT0958

HTCS_Hep

BT4663

HTCS_Ogl-1

BT1635

HTCS_Ogl-2

BT4137
BT3172
BT2826
BT3334

HTCS_Ogl-1
HTCS_Hya

HTCS_Hya
HTCS_Man-3

BT2971
BT3957
BT3951
BT3786
BT3302
BT2628

HTCS_Man-3
HTCS_Man-2
HTCS_Man-1

HTCS_Man-2
HTCS_Man-1

Hya
Rgu-2
Hep
Pga
Fru
Aga-1
Ara-2
Ogl-2
Rgu-1
Ara-1
Ogl-1
Man-1
Man-3
Man-2

BT0138

C
HTCS_Hya
HTCS_Rgu-2
HTCS_Hep
HTCS_Pga
HTCS_Fru
HTCS_Aga-1
HTCS_Ara-2
HTCS_Ogl-2
HTCS_Rgu-1
HTCS_Ara-1
HTCS_Ogl-1
HTCS_Man-1
HTCS_Man-3
HTCS_Man-2

E-value
10

-6

10-4
10-2
1

Figure 2 Comparison of the motifs for the reconstructed regulons for HTCS regulatory systems. (A) Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree
for the HTH domains of B. thetaiotaomicron HTCSs; HTCSs with reconstructed regulons are shown in bold (the tree for all HTCSs in the studied
genomes is shown in Additional file 4: Figure S1). (B) Logos for the predicted DNA binding motifs. (C) Heat map of e-values for the predicted
HTCS binding motifs.

co-localized on the chromosome with susC-/susDlike genes (Additional file 3); and (3) genes from the
PSU locus presumably regulated by HTCS are differentially expressed on a specific polysaccharide (Additional
file 1).

As a result, we predicted DNA binding motifs and
reconstructed regulons for 16 out of 36 HTCSs in B.
thetaiotaomicron (Figure 2A). All predicted DNA motifs
have the similar structure of a direct repeat with two
conserved sites separated by a non-conserved spacer
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(Figure 2B). The average distance between tandem sites
in the predicted HTCS binding motifs was 21 bp. The
structure of the predicted binding motifs suggests that
HTCS proteins bind DNA as dimers, where the monomers sit on the same side of DNA and are separated by
two helix turns. Pairwise comparison and clustering of
the identified HTCS binding motifs were performed to
assess correlations between DNA binding domains in
HTCSs and their cognate DNA motifs (Figure 2C). This
analysis revealed several groups of HTCS paralogs with
similar DNA motifs that generally correspond to the
clusters of respective HTCS proteins on the phylogenetic
tree (Figure 2A). For instance, three HTCS_Man regulators (BT3786, BT3302, and BT2628) form a monophyletic branch on the tree, and their corresponding DNA
motifs are also clustered with each other, demonstrating
a high level of pairwise similarity (Figure 2C).
Functional and metabolic content of the reconstructed
HTCS regulons in B. thetaiotaomicron are provided in
Additional file 3 and are also visualized on the integrative B. thetaiotaomicron PSU network (Figure 3 and
Additional file 5). Regulon content for orthologous
HTCSs in other Bacteroides genomes is available in the
RegPrecise database [34]. Below, we describe the reconstructed regulatory network for three polysaccharide
utilization pathways in more detail.
Heparin and heparan sulfate are host-derived glycans
containing N-acetylglucosamine monosaccharides that
can be utilized by B. thetaiotaomicron [35]. The heparininduced gene locus BT4652-62 [28] encodes the experimentally studied HTCS system, BT4663, whose sensor
domain is able to bind heparin and heparan sulfate [15].
Since BT4663 is associated with the heparin and heparan
sulfate utilization genes, we named this regulator
HTCS_Hep. We analyzed the promoter regions for the
respective heparin-induced genes and identified a common direct repeat motif upstream of the BT4662 and
BT4675 genes conserved in four Bacteroides genomes
(Additional file 2). A similar DNA motif was also identified upstream of the BT4658-52 operon, and it was
conserved in the B. ovatum genome. As a result, the
reconstructed HTCS_Hep regulon includes all genes
from the heparin-induced gene locus organized into two
operons (BT4658-52 and BT4662-59), as well as the distantly localized gene BT4675. The inferred HTCS_Hep
regulon includes genes for enzymes and transporters
that together constitute the pathway for utilization of heparin or heparan sulfate to N-acetylglucosamine (Figure 3),
whereas BT4675 encodes the periplasmic heparin lyase I/
heparinase I (HepC).
Alpha-mannans are common components of humanderived N-glycans, where mannose monomers form a
mannose-rich core [36]. Thus, alpha-mannans can be
used for the identification of genes induced by host
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N-glycans and enabled for utilization of these polysaccharides. Two PSU gene loci in B. thetaiotaomicron
activated by alpha-mannans [28] encode two HTCSs,
BT2628 and BT3786 (named HTCS_Man-1 and HTCS_
Man-3). These two mannan-induced HTCSs are clustered on the phylogenetic tree (Figure 2A), and the
respective cluster contains yet another HTCS paralog,
BT3302 (named HTCS_Man-2). A search of DNA motifs revealed direct repeats of two 16-bp sites separated
by a 5-bp spacer. The predicted motifs for three alphamannan-specific HTCSs demonstrate strong similarity
to each other (Figure 2B and C). We propose that each
HTCS_Man paralog regulates adjacent genes preceded
by a candidate DNA motif. Some components of the
HTCS_Man regulons are common, such as periplasmic
and extracellular mannosidases and SusC/SusD transport systems, whereas the others are exclusive for individual regulons, such as xylanase, glucuronidase, and
galactosidase in the HTCS_Man-1 regulon and betaglucohydrolase in the HTCS_Man-2 regulon. Thus,
three similar HTCS_Man systems control pathways for
the utilization of different types of alpha-mannans.
Rhamnogalacturonans are polysaccharides forming
main chains of pectin, the major component of plant cell
walls [37,38]. Previously, expression of four PSU gene
loci in B. thetaiotaomicron was demonstrated to be
activated by rhamnogalacturonans [28]. We found that
three of these loci enclose one or two HTCS paralogs.
The BT4108-23 locus encodes two HTCSs, BT4111 and
BT4124, whereas two other HTCSs, BT4178 and
BT4182, are associated with the BT4145-83 locus. Both
these loci also encode SusC/SusD homologs. The third
rhamnogalacturonan-induced locus, BT0977-1030, contains a single HTCS (BT0981) and homologs of SusC/
SusD transporters. Unfortunately, we were unable to
predict a binding motif for this HTCS because this locus
is not conserved between the analyzed genomes. Thus, we
analyzed candidate DNA motifs for two pairs of HTCSs
from the first two rhamnogalacturonan-induced loci.
BT4111 and BT4124 are closely related paralogs that
form a single branch on the phylogenetic tree (Figure 2),
suggesting that the BT4108-23 gene locus is regulated by
both HTCSs that can potentially bind to the same DNA
sites. Thus, we named the common regulon controlled
by BT4111 and BT4124 as HTCS_Rgu-1. By analyzing
the promoter regions of the predicted operons in this
locus, we identified conserved direct repeats of two 12bp sites separated by a 9-bp spacer (Additional file 2).
The HTCS_Rgu-1 regulon includes genes required for
pectin utilization (Figure 3A). Sidechains of pectin are
detached, and central chains are split to oligomeric fragments by a set of extracellular hydrolases and pectin
lyases, encoded by genes of this regulon. Also, this
regulon includes genes for the esterase that cuts acetyl
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(See figure on previous page.)
Figure 3 Reconstructed metabolic and regulatory pathways in B. thetaiotaomicron. (A) pathways for utilization of dietary and host glycans;
(B) pathways for utilization of monosaccharides in the cytoplasm. Regulators and proteins from the corresponding regulons are shown by
matching background colors. Abbreviations for monosaccharides: Ara, L-arabinose; ddGlcA, 5-dehydro-4-deoxy-D-glucuronate; Fuc, L-fucose;
Fru, D-fructose; Gal, D-galactose; GalA, galacturonate; Glc, D-glucose; GlcA, glucuronate; GlcNAc, N-acetyl-D-glucosamine; KDG, 2-keto-3-deoxyD-gluconate; Man, D-mannose; Rha, L-rhamnose.

and methyl groups from the carbohydrates of the main
chain. Two SusC-/SusD-like systems import sugar oligomers into the periplasm, where the oligosaccharides are
finally hydrolyzed to monosaccharides (Figure 3A). In
addition, the HTCS_Rgu-1 regulon contains also one
distant operon, BT4187-85, encoding enzymes for the
extracellular detachment of xylose sidechains and cleavage of the main chain.
A similar situation was observed for two other rhamnogalacturonan-specific HTCSs, BT4178 and BT4182,
which are encoded within the same PSU gene locus and
are also clustered with each other on the phylogenetic
tree of HTCS paralogs (Figure 2). Thus, for these
two HTCS paralogs, we also proposed the existence of
one DNA binding motif and a joint regulon, named
HTCS_Rgu-2. The predicted motif for these regulators is
a direct repeat of two 14-bp sites separated by a 6-bp
spacer (Additional file 2). The reconstructed HTCS_
Rgu-2 regulon includes large extracellular machinery
for detaching pectin side chains and deacetylation and
splitting its main chain; a SusC/SusD-like transport
system; and periplasmic rhamnogalacturonyl hydrolases
(Figure 3A). This regulon also contains the BT2680 gene
for possible beta-galactosidase, which is localized distantly from the other regulated genes.
Common and specific features of metabolic pathways
regulated by HTCSs and SusR-like proteins

Comparison of the reconstructed pathways regulated by
2 SusR-like proteins and 16 HTCSs revealed several
characteristic features of these pathways: (i) all reconstructed pathways start from the extracellular polysaccharides that are degraded to oligomers by exported
enzymes, (ii) the obtained oligosaccharides are imported
into periplasm by SusC-/SusD-like systems, and (iii) the
imported oligosaccharides are cleaved to monosaccharides in the periplasm. The only exception from this pattern is the HTCS_Ara-2 regulon that lacks periplasmic
sugar-splitting enzymes.
Some components of the reconstructed regulons were
found in a subset of regulons, whereas other components appeared to be unique for the certain regulons
(Additional file 3). The presence of glycosyl hydrolases
for removal of sidechains in glycans is a feature of
the rhamnogalacturonan- and mannan-specific regulons
(Figure 3). Esterases for deacetylation and/or demethylation of glycans were found only in the rhamnogalactu-

ronan regulons. Sulfatases were observed in the hyaluronan-and heparin-specific regulons. In the hyaluronan
utilization pathway, sulfatase is extracellular and ought
to desulfate polymeric glycans, whereas in the heparin
utilization pathway, sulfatase is a periplasmic protein
hydrolyzing N-acetylglucosamine sulphate. Lyases, either
periplasmic or extracellular, were observed in the rhamnogalacturonan-, heparin-, and hyaluronan-specific regulons. All these glycans contain either D-glucuronate or
D-galacturonate residues, and the presence of lyases in
these regulons suggests formation of a 5-dehydro-4deoxy-D-glucuronate intermediate as one of the final
products of these metabolic pathways.
Only two reconstructed regulons, HTCS_Hep and
HTCS_Fru, include inner-membrane transporters and
cytoplasmic kinases. Thus, pathways under the control of
these HTCSs produce cytoplasmic sugar phosphates: fructose 6-phosphate and N-acetylglucosamine 6-phosphate,
respectively. The other reconstructed pathways for HTCS
regulons finally produce various monosaccharides in the
periplasm (Figure 3A). To be exploited, these monosaccharides should be transported into the cytoplasm and
further catabolized via committed metabolic pathways.
Thus, we further analyzed the cytoplasmic sugar utilization pathways and reconstructed 11 TF regulons controlling these pathways (Table 2).
Reconstruction of metabolic and regulatory pathways for
monosaccharide utilization

The metabolic pathways for utilization of rhamnose
[39,40] and fucose [41], as well as their respective
transcriptional regulators RhaR and FucR, have been
previously described; however, a DNA binding motif
was determined for FucR [41] but not for RhaR. In
the present work, we predict the FucR and RhaR
binding motifs and describe the corresponding regulons
(Additional file 3). Each reconstructed regulon includes
a single target operon encoding a sugar transporter and
a complete set of cytoplasmic enzymes for the respective
monosaccharide catabolic pathway. Both fucose and
rhamnose catabolic pathways are characterized by the
same two metabolic products, lactaldehyde and glycerone phosphate, that are further utilized via the central
glycolytic pathways (Figure 3B).
To reconstruct the pathways and regulons involved
in utilization of other monosaccharides produced by
the SusR- and HTCS-regulated pathways, we used the
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Table 2 Reconstructed regulons for utilization of monosaccharides in B. thetaiotaomicron
Regulator name1

Locus tag2

Regulator orthologs3

Sugar utilization pathways controlled by regulon

Regulator family

AraR

BT0354

8

Arabinose, arabinan

NrtR

Crp

BT4338

11

Multiple sugars

Crp

FucR

BT1272

7

Fucose

GntR

*

KdgR

BT0487

10

Glucuronate, galacturonate

LacI

ManR*

BT2103

3

Mannose, mannosides

GntR

*

NanR

BT0433

11

Sialic acid; N-acetylglucosamine

ROK

RhaR

BT3768

8

Rhamnose

AraC

UxaR

BT0824

6

Glucuronate, galacturonate

LacI

UxmR*

BT3613

6

Mannuronate

LacI

UxuR*

BT1434

3

Glucuronate

LacI

XylR*

BT0791

10

Xylose

NrtR

*

*

References

[41]

[39,40]

1
Novel regulators identified in this research are marked by asterisks. 2Regulator locus tags are shown for B. thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482. 3Number of regulator’s
orthologs found in 11 analyzed genomes of Bacteroides spp.

following strategy. For every monosaccharide, we
searched for homologs of known sugar catabolic enzymes in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome using SEED
[42,43] and KEGG [44,45] and for the existing metabolic
reconstruction of B. thetaiotaomicron [10]. The pathway
was classified to be completely reconstructed if all enzymes required for conversion of a sugar to an intermediate of the central metabolism were identified. For
completely reconstructed pathways, we attempted to
predict cognate TFs that were physically adjacent on the
genome, and describe the corresponding TF regulons
(see Methods). For some pathways, the missing genes
were predicted via genomic analysis of conserved gene
neighborhoods and reconstructed regulons.
In addition to FucR and RhaR regulons, a total of eight
novel TF regulons for the control of specific monosaccharide utilization pathways were predicted (Table 2,
Figure 4). Most of the predicted regulators belonged to
the protein families whose members were known to
regulate pathways for carbohydrate metabolism, such as
the AraC, GntR, LacI, and ROK families [46-49]. Two
novel regulators for the arabinose and xylose utilization
pathways, AraR (BT0354) and XylR (BT0791), belonged
to the NrtR family of regulators that were demonstrated
to control NAD biosynthesis in other bacterial phyla
[50,51]. The experimental characterization of the NrtRlike sugar-responsive regulators in B. thetaiotaomicron is
currently underway and will be published elsewhere
(D.A. Rodionov, unpublished).
All reconstructed pathways for monosaccharide utilization include cytoplasmic enzymes and sugar transporters located in the inner membrane (Figure 3B).
However, a limited number of genes encoding for periplasmic or extracellular proteins were identified in the
AraR, KdgR, ManR, NanR, and UxmR regulons. The
ManR regulon includes genes required for mannose

uptake into cytoplasm and its further transformation
to fructose 6-phosphate. In addition, the mannose
utilization regulon contains the BT2107-13 operon encoding extracellular oligo-α-mannosidases and a SusC-/
SusD-like transport system. Thus, ManR regulates
the complete pathway for degradation of extracellular
α-mannosides to the central metabolism (Additional file
5). In addition to this ManR-controlled pathway, three
other pathways and HTCS-type regulons were described
for the mannan and α-mannoside utilization (see above).
Such redundancy of the α-mannoside utilization metabolic and regulatory pathways can be explained by the
variability of the α-mannosides produced by a host organism. The arabinose regulator AraR also co-regulates
cytoplasmic and extracellular/periplasmic components
of the PSU pathway. In addition to arabinose catabolic
enzymes and arabinose transporters, the AraR regulon
in B. thetaiotaomicron includes the BT0365-60 operon
encoding the endo-arabinosidase Abn1 and two pairs of
SusC-/SusD-like proteins. Interestingly, the latter operon
is under the dual control of AraR and HTCS_Ara-1
regulators.
The reconstructed metabolic and regulatory pathways
for monosaccharide utilization build bridges between the
extracellular/periplasmic pathways of degradation of
host-and diet-derived complex glycans and the cytoplasmic pathways that feed digested monosaccharides into
the central metabolism. However, the obtained metabolic
and regulatory network is still incomplete as it reflects
only some aspects of the B. thetaiotaomicron metabolism and transcriptional regulation and needs to be expanded and refined in the future.
A putative global regulon for sugar utilization genes

The phylogenetic footprinting analysis of upstream regions of the araMPRDAB, xylRBAE, and fucRIAKUP
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TF
family

TF
name

Crp

Crp

AraC

RhaR

FucR
GntR
ManR

KdgR
UxaR
LacI
UxmR
UxuR

AraR
NrtR
XylR

ROK

NanR

Figure 4 Sequence logos for the TFs regulating cytoplasmic
monosaccharide utilization and for the global Crp-like
regulator.

operons regulated by AraR, XylR, and FucR, respectively,
has revealed an additional conserved DNA motif
(Additional file 2). The detected novel motif is a palindrome with consensus wwwTATGTTnTAnAACATAwww
(where “w” stands for A or T) that is similar to the
binding motif of the cAMP-responsive catabolic repressor protein Crp from Escherichia coli [52]. A genomic
search for additional putative sites using this DNA motif
and their comparative genomics analysis in 11 Bacteroides
genomes revealed a putative global regulon containing
up to 30 carbohydrate utilization genes per genome.
In addition to the three above-mentioned sugar utilization operons, the novel regulon includes genes for
utilization of galacturonate (uxuRBA), nucleosides (nupG),
arabinosides (BF0317), β-hexosamines (hex), and pectin
(BT4112), as well as pyruvate formate lyase (pflBA) and
some other genes of unknown function (Additional file 3).
Interestingly, a similar putative binding site was identified upstream of the BT4338 gene encoding a hypothetical Crp-family transcription factor and its orthologs in
ten other Bacteroides spp, suggesting possible autoregulation. Based on these genomic observations, we
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tentatively assigned BT4338 (termed Crp) as a putative
transcription factor for the identified sugar catabolic
regulon in Bacteroides spp. that binds to the identified
22-bp palindromic motif and activates gene expression
in response to a yet-unknown cellular metabolite.
Updated metabolic network for HTCSs and SusR-like
regulons

Among 308 genes from the reconstructed PSU metabolic/regulatory network in B. thetaiotaomicron, 174
genes encode sugar catabolic enzymes, 65 genes encode
proteins involved in sugar uptake (including 21 SusC/
D-like systems), and 32 genes encode transcriptional regulators. For the remaining 37 genes we can predict only
their general involvement in the particular PSU pathway;
however, their precise functions are still undefined
(Additional file 3). For example, the hypothetical gene
BT3047 belongs to the HTCS_Ara-2 regulon, and, thus,
it is likely involved in the arabinan utilization pathway.
To evaluate the degree of novelty of our metabolic
reconstruction, we compared our metabolic network
with other metabolic models for the B. thetaiotaomicron.
First, we used the Model SEED tool [53] for automated
generation of a genome-based model for B. thetaiotaomicron. Second, we analyzed the manually curated
genome-scale model for the B. thetaiotaomicron metabolism [10]. As a result, only 68 genes (encoding 63 enzymes and 5 transporters) were found to be common
between our PSU network reconstruction and the metabolic model generated by Model SEED. Comparison of
our reconstruction with the manually curated metabolic
model demonstrated a larger overlap in 125 genes. Thus,
the 84 enzyme genes and 41 transporter genes are
shared between these two reconstructions (Figure 5).
Overall, 55 enzyme genes and 3 transporter genes were
shared between all three reconstructions.
The updated metabolic network in B. thetaiotaomicron
contains 173 novel genes that were not included in any
previous metabolic reconstruction. This expanded set of
PSU genes encodes 82 enzymes, 22 transporters, 32
transcription factors, and 37 proteins of undefined functions. Thus, the usage of regulatory network reconstruction allowed us to expand the existing metabolic models.
Besides the addition of novel genes to the existing
metabolic models, our metabolic reconstruction also includes the correction and improvement of the existing
functional annotations for the genes. For example, in the
Model SEED based metabolic model, the BT3299 gene
product was annotated as alpha-glucosidase. Our analysis of the pathways and regulons revealed that this
gene encodes a periplasmic protein that belongs to the
HTCS_Man-2 regulon. In agreement with the function
of this regulon and predicted subcellular localization of
the protein, the BT3299 gene most probably encodes
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Figure 5 Comparison of the reconstructed metabolic network with other metabolic models of B. thetaiotaomicron. Top bar shows the
number of novel genes in the reconstructed metabolic network in comparison with the previous genome-scale reconstruction in B. thetaiotaomicron
[10] and with automatically generated metabolic reconstruction using the Model SEED tool [53], whereas the other two bars show numbers of genes
that are shared between these reconstructions.

alpha-mannosidase. On the other hand, we performed
numerous adjustments of functional annotations for
genes from the previously published metabolic model
[10]. Thus, in the previous model multiple genes from
the BT4108-23 gene locus were attributed to the rhamnogalacturonan degradation. In the current research, we
assigned precise functional annotation for all enzymatic
and transport genes from this locus and reconstructed
the corresponding metabolic pathway, including the
subcellular localization of the pathway steps.
The comparison of our metabolic network with the
other metabolic models demonstrates that the usage of
reconstruction of regulation for functional annotation
and reconstruction of metabolism is a beneficial strategy.
Owing to this approach we could adjust the existing
functional annotations of genes that are involved in
existing metabolic models and also expand the existing
reconstruction by the large number of novel genes.

Conclusions and future perspectives
The human gut bacterium B. thetaiotaomicron uses an
arsenal of enzymes and transporters to degrade and
utilize a variety of complex glycans including both hostsynthesized glycans and diet polysaccharides resistant to
host-mediated degradation [16]. In this work, we analyzed the repertoire of B. thetaiotaomicron transcription
factors that are potentially involved in the control of
genes involved in utilization of host and dietary complex
polysaccharides systems, inferred the respective regulatory and metabolic networks using the comparative
genomics approaches. The reconstructed regulatory network is operated by two types of membrane-anchored
regulators that are unique to Bacteroides, namely the
SusR-like proteins and HTCSs, as well as by a set of
cytoplasmic regulators that belong to several other TF
families. Overall, the obtained regulatory network in
B. thetaiotaomicron contains ~290 genes, 30 local
carbohydrate-responsive TFs, and a global Crp-like regulator. These numbers constitute ~6% of all genes and

~12.5% of all putative TFs encoded in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome. For the first time, we reported identification of putative DNA motifs for SusR-like regulators
and HTCSs. The inferred metabolic network for genes
from the analyzed TF regulons includes pathways for
utilization of at least 12 major types of polysaccharides
and 10 monosaccharides. The obtained metabolic network supplements and expands the previously published
metabolic model of B. thetaiotaomicron [10] by providing novel functional annotations for ~100 genes from 12
peripheral sugar utilization pathways. Among these
genes with newly predicted functions there are 30
SusC-/SusD-like protein pairs, a unique feature of the
Bacteroidetes.
The resulting reconstruction of metabolism and
regulatory interactions provides multiple opportunities
for further research of PSU pathways and regulons in
B. thetaiotaomicron. The repertoire of B. thetaiotaomicron TFs contains one SusR-like protein and 20
HTCSs for which we were unable to predict their
cognate DNA motifs. Also, the Bacteroidetes genomes
encode numerous ECF-family sigma-factor/anti-sigma
systems that may potentially control PSU pathways.
The prediction of ECF-controlled promoters is a challenging task that requires experimental data about
the transcriptional start sites positions. Finally, the
predicted DNA motifs and carbohydrate specificities
for SusR-like proteins and HTCSs should be tested
experimentally. Another prospective use of current
reconstruction is to guide the field of structural bioinformatics. At this point, experimental protein structures are available for sensor domains of four HTCSs
and for four SusD-like proteins. Sugar specificities
were known for some of these proteins. In this research, we predicted sugar-binding specificities for all
mentioned proteins and for a large numbers of their
homologs. Thus, the results of our reconstruction can
be useful for the future structural analysis of protein–
sugar interactions.
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Methods
Studied genomes

All studied genomes were downloaded from the
MicrobesOnline database [54], which currently contains
17 complete or nearly complete genomes of Bacteroides
spp.. For comparative analysis, we selected 11 Bacteroides genomes: B. thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482, B. ovatus
ATCC 8483, B. cellulosilyticus DSM 14838, B. coprophilus DSM 18228, B. dorei DSM 17855, B. eggerthii DSM
20697, B. fragilis NCTC 9343, B. plebeius DSM 17135,
B. stercoris ATCC 43183, B. uniformis ATCC 8492, and
B. vulgatus ATCC 8482. We excluded from our analysis
the genomes of closely related strains (B. capillosus ATCC
29799, B. coprosuis DSM 18011, B. finegoldii DSM 17565,
B. fragilis YCH46, B. helcogenes P 36-108, and B. salanitronis
DSM 18170), because they skew the training set of TFbinding sites and thus decrease the sensitivity of the
TF-binding site (TFBS) recognition rule.
Comparative genomics techniques

For de novo reconstruction of novel TF regulons, we
used two previously developed bioinformatics techniques
(reviewed in [27]) that are based on identification and
comparative analysis of candidate TFBSs in closely related genomes. The consistency-check approach is based
on the assumption that regulons (sets of co-regulated
genes) have a tendency to be conserved between the
genomes that contain orthologous TFs [32,33,55]. The
presence of the same TFBS upstream of orthologous
genes is an indication that it is a true regulatory site,
whereas TFBSs scattered at random in the genome are
considered false positives. Simultaneous analysis of multiple genomes from the same taxonomic group allows
one to make reliable predictions of TFBSs even with
weak recognition rules. The phylogenetic footprinting approach is based on the assumption that functional DNA
sequences (such as TFBSs) diverge more slowly than
nonfunctional ones (e.g., spacers in the intergenic regions) [56,57]. These comparative genomics techniques
were previously utilized in several computational workflows for reconstruction of both previously characterized
and novel TF regulons in bacteria [20-26].
Below, we describe in more details two computational
workflows utilized in this study (Figure 6). Workflow 1
was used for reconstruction of TF regulons operated by
the HTCSs and SusR-like regulators, whereas Workflow
2 was used for regulon analysis for TFs belonging to the
LacI, GntR, AraC, NrtR, Crp, and ROK families.
Workflow 1

Workflow 1 is based on the phylogenetic footprinting
and comparison of predicted motifs for related TFs
(Figure 6A). The following major procedures were performed as a part of Workflow 1: (i) identification of
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orthologous groups of the studied TFs in Bacteroides
spp.; (ii) search of genes presumably regulated by a TF;
(iii) prediction of candidate TF binding motifs by the
phylogenetic footprinting technique and comparison of
DNA motifs for related TFs; (iv) construction of motifspecific position weight matrices (PWMs) and genome
scan with the constructed PWMs for identification of
novel regulon members; (v) checking of quality of the
regulon prediction by comparison with the available
expression data.
Orthologs of TFs were identified by a procedure based
on the analysis of phylogenetic trees for protein domains
in MicrobesOnline [54] and validated by bidirectional
genome-wide similarity searches with 30% of identity
threshold using the Smith-Waterman algorithm implemented in the Genome Explorer program [58]. Multiple
alignments of the identified regulators were constructed
by MUSCLE [59]. Phylogenetic trees were constructed
by the maximum-likelihood method with default parameters implemented in PHYLIP (v. 3.69) [60] and visualized using Dendroscope [61]. Orthologous groups of
regulators were identified as high-confidence clusters on
the phylogenetic trees constructed for HTCSs and SusRlike systems.
Candidate genes/operons that are potentially regulated
by the identified orthologous TFs were predicted by analyzing genomic neighborhoods of each TF gene. We collected the upstream regions of putatively regulated genes
from all Bacteroides genomes possessing a TF ortholog
(from nucleotides −400 to +50 with respect to the translation start). Each set included the TF-encoded operon,
as well as one upstream and one downstream operon.
We used operon predictions from MicrobesOnline [54].
For the prediction of candidate binding site motifs,
we used the phylogenetic footprinting approach that
allowed identification of the islands of conservation in
the global multiple alignments of orthologous upstream
DNA regions [27]. Multiple DNA sequence alignments
of orthologous gene upstream regions were constructed
by MUSCLE [59]. Also, we utilized an additional criterion of similarity between candidate site motifs for closely
related regulators that is based on the expectation that
binding sites of regulators with closely related DNAbinding domains are more likely to be at least partially
similar [21,31-33]. The predicted TF-binding motifs
were compared using Pearson correlation coefficients
calculated using Tomtom [62] and further clustered
using Hierarchical Clustering Explorer 3.5 [63]. For each
novel motif, a specific PWM was constructed using
the RegPredict Web server (regpredict.lbl.gov) [64].
Sequence logos for DNA binding motifs were drawn
with WebLogo [65].
The constructed PWMs were further used for a
whole-genome search of additional candidate binding
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Figure 6 Bioinformatics workflows used for reconstruction of TF regulons. (A) Workflow 1 used for identification of DNA binding sites and
regulon reconstruction for SusR-like regulators and HTCSs controlling polysaccharide utilization pathways. (B) Workflow 2 used for inference of
binding site motifs and regulons for TFs controlling monosaccharide utilization pathways.

sites in the Bacteroides genomes and their validation via
the consistency check approach using the RegPredict
Web server. A gene was considered to be a member of a

regulon if putative binding sites were found upstream of
the gene and upstream of its orthologs in several other
genomes bearing orthologous regulators or if it was
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included in the operon containing such a conserved
binding site. Strong non-conserved binding sites were
considered true positives if they were identified upstream of genes that are functionally related to known
members of the regulon. All identified regulator binding
sites were aligned and used for refinement of a binding
site motif, building of an updated PWM, and final regulon reconstruction.

Workflow 2

Workflow 2 is based on the prediction of TFBSs by
expectation-maximization techniques. It was used for
analysis of regulons for cytoplasmic TFs that belong to
well-characterized TF protein families. Workflow 2 includes the following steps: (i) collecting the data about
the genes for monosaccharide utilization from literature and database, searching of orthologs of these
genes in the analyzed genomes and prediction of the
candidate TFs on the basis of genomic context [27];
(ii) prediction of the putative TF binding motifs via
analysis of upstream regions of possibly co-regulated
genes; (iii) construction of motif-specific PWMs and
genome scan for identification of novel regulon members; (v) verification of candidate regulon members by
consistency filtering.
As in Workflow 1, we used the same techniques to
identify orthologs of the studied TFs, select sets of candidate target operons/genes, and extract their upstream
regulatory regions in the studied Bacteroides genomes.
Then, for each set of upstream DNA sequences, we used
the expectation–maximization algorithm implemented
in the Discover Profile tool of the RegPredict server [64]
to identify a common palindromic motif with the highest
information content and construct a PWM. Each TFspecific PWM was further used for a whole genome
search using a threshold determined as the smallest
score of the site in the training set. The consistency
check approach implemented in the RegPredict server
[64] was used to predict additional true positive TFBSs
and for final regulon reconstruction.

Other bioinformatics techniques and databases

A detailed (expert) analysis at the last stage of regulon
reconstruction includes mechanistic interpretation, prediction of possible effectors of TFs (based on regulated
metabolic pathways), and a tentative functional assignment of previously uncharacterized genes. Functional gene
annotations were uploaded from SEED [42], UniProt [66],
and MicrobesOnline or extracted from the previous metabolic reconstruction of B. thetaiotaomicron [10]. Predictions of cellular protein localization were obtained using
MetaLocGramN [67].
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Data availability

All predicted regulons including TFs, their binding sites,
their regulated genes and operons, and functional gene
assignments were deposited in the RegPrecise database
[34] and are freely available at: http://regprecise.lbl.gov/
RegPrecise/collection_tax.jsp?collection_id=8.

Additional files
Additional file 1: HTCS and SusR-like proteins identified in B.
thetaiotomicron genomes. Newly identified regulatory systems are
indicated by bold italic font. 1” n/s ” is used for regulons that have not
been studied in this work; 2The presence (+) or absence (−) of SusC/SusD
pairs in the cognate PUL; 3Experimental data form the literature (for
references, see the PMIDs column); 4Analysis of the cognate PUL genes
functions provided in the current research.
Additional file 2: Multiple alignments of upstream regions for
genes regulated by SusR-like proteins, HTCSs and TFs from other
protein families. Binding motifs are shown in red, with the exception of
the Crp binding motifs (underlined). Coding regions are in boldface.
Genome abbreviations are Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482 (BT),
Bacteroides ovatus ATCC 8483 (BACOVA), Bacteroides vulgatus ATCC 8482
(BVU), Bacteroides dorei DSM 17855 (BACDOR), Bacteroides uniformis ATCC
8492 (BACUNI), Bacteroides cellulosilyticus DSM 14838 (BACCELL),
Bacteroides finegoldii DSM 17565 (BFIN), Bacteroides faecis MAJ27 (BFaeM),
Bacteroides sp. 1_1_14 (1_1_14), Bacteroides plebeius DSM 17135 (BACPLE),
Bacteroides dorei DSM 17855 (BACDOR), Bacteroides eggerthii DSM 20697
(BACEGG), Bacteroides sp. 1_1_6 (BSIG), Bacteroides caccae ATCC 43185
(BACCAC).
Additional file 3: Genes included in the reconstructed regulatory
and metabolic networks in B. thetaiotaomicron. 1Subcellular
localization of proteins (E—extracellular, O—outer membrane,
P—periplasm, I—inner membrane, C—cytoplasm); 2Novel functional
roles predicted in this work are shown by light-blue background; 3PDB
IDs for the proteins with available structure; 4Based on the expression
data (Martens et al., 2011); 5Functional group (E—enzyme, T—transport
protein, R—regulatory protein, U—undefined); 6Overlap with other
models (G—genome-scale reconstruction by Heinken et. al., 2013,
M—reconstruction by Model SEED).
Additional file 4: Figure S1. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree for
HTH domains of the HTCS regulators. Proteins with reconstructed
regulons are shown in bold.
Additional file 5: Reconstructed pathways of polysaccharides
utilization in B. thetaiotaomicron. Genes in the same regulon and
regulators for this regulon are shown by the matching background
colors.
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